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NOTES AND COMMENTS
COMPUTING SUPERGAME EQUILIBRIA1
BY KENNETH L. JUDD, SEVIN YELTEKIN, AND JAMES CONKLIN2

We present a general method for computingthe set of supergameequilibriain infinitely repeated games with perfect monitoringand public randomization.We present
a three-stage algorithmthat constructsa convex set containingthe set of equilibrium
values, constructsanother convex set contained in the set of equilibriumvalues, and
produces strategiesthat support them. We explore the propertiesof this algorithmby
applyingit to familiargames.
KEYWORDS:
Supergames,Nash equilibrium,computation, monotone convex setvalued operators.
1. INTRODUCTION

STRATEGIC
INTERACTION
has been extensively studied
THE NATUREOF DYNAMIC
in the repeated game literature. Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (APS) (1986, 1990)
developed set-valued techniques for solving repeated games with imperfect monitoring, showing that the set of sequential equilibriumpayoffs is a fixed point of a
monotone operator similar to the Bellman operator in dynamicprogramming.Cronshaw and Luenberger(1990) extended the APS analysisto games with perfect monitoring. More generally, the APS method can be applied to any problem reducible to
finding the maximalfixed point of a monotone set-valued operator. However, these
methods seldom produce closed-form solutions and are not directly implementable
on a real computer because they require approximationof arbitrarysets. A numerical approach is necessary to quantitativelyanalyze APS-style models. This paper
presents a method for computingsubgameperfect equilibriumvalue sets and equilibrium strategies in infinitelyrepeated games with perfect monitoring.3These methods
make it possible to quantitativelyanalyze a broad range of dynamic strategic problems.
The APS method is a constructiveprocedure;the equilibriumvalue set can be obtained as the limit of an iterationof a monotone operator.However, two chief numerical issues must be solved before we can implementthis procedureon a computer.The
first is the parsimoniousnumerical representationof a set; the second is the consistency of this representationwith the underlyingstructureof the monotone operator.
As a first step in handling these difficulties,we alter the supergameby introducinga
public randomizationdevice. We show that convex polytopes provide an efficient and
consistentway of approximatingthe equilibriumvalue set of the modified supergame.
'This work was supportedby NSF Grant SES-9012128,SES-9309613,and SES-9708991.This
paper is an extensionof Conklinand Judd (1993), which discussedonly the inner rayapproximation method presentedin Section 3.4.
2Wegratefullyacknowledgethe comments and suggestions of five anonymousreferees, and
two Econometticaeditors.
3A longer version of this paper,with more explanation,details, figures,examples,and discussion of erroranalysisand the related literature,is availableat http:\\bucky.stanford.edu.
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We then producea tight approximationof the equilibriumvalue set using iterativeprocedures that preservecriticalmonotonicitypropertiesof the APS-style operator.The
first step, the outerapproximationstep, finds a convex polytope that contains the equilibriumvalue set. The second step, the innerapproximationstep, finds a convex polytope contained in the equilibriumvalue set. These two polytopes provide bounds on
the equilibriumvalue set. Any point contained within the lower bound is certainlyan
equilibriumpayoff.Conversely,anypoint not containedin the upperbound is certainly
not an equilibriumpayoff. We then develop a third procedure,called the raymethod,
to compute equilibriumstrategiesthat supportarbitraryequilibriumpayoffs.
We argue that one needs both an inner and outer approximationsince only the difference between the two sets indicates the accuracyof the approximation.The ability
to compute both upper and lower bounds on the equilibriumvalue set (where "upper"
and "lower"refers to the partialorderingon sets induced by C) is an unusualfeature
of our method since few numericalalgorithmsdeliversuch bounds.Manynumericalalgorithmsprovideconvergencetheorems,but they generallydo not delivercomputable
errorboundsfor anyparticularapproximationin actualapplications.We present examples that demonstratethe importanceof havingboth inner and outer approximations
and show that their difference is very small if one implements a sufficientlyflexible
version of our algorithm.
The APS method has been applied to a large varietyof games studied in industrial
organization,contracttheory, and dynamicpolicy analysis.4This paper focuses on the
case of infinitelyrepeated static games, but the methods are generalizableto dynamic
problems.Conklinand Judd (1996) generalizedthese methods to dynamicgames with
a finite numberof state variables.Sleet and Yeltekin (2002a) provide an extension to
the more difficultcase of computingequilibriumpayoff correspondencesof dynamic
games with continuousstate variables.
Section 2 presents the characterizationof equilibriumwe use. Section 3 presentsthe
basic algorithmand its properties.Section 4 examinesthe algorithm'sspeed and accuracywith applicationsto a Prisoner'sDilemma game and a Cournot game. Section 5
concludes.
AND CHARACTERIZATION
OFEQUILIBRIUM
PAYOFFS
2. SUPERGAMES
We examine an N-player infinitely repeated game with perfect monitoring. The
actions of player i in the stage game are in Ai, i = 1, ... , N, and each element of
A _ A1 x A2 X ... x AN is an action profile. Player i's payoff in the stage game is
, aN) represent player i's opponents' acHi: A -- R. Let a_i _ (a1, ..., a a1,a.i..
tions. The payoff of the player i's best reply to a-i is H*(a-i)
maxaEA jIi(aj,
a_j).
We make the following standardassumptions.
ASSUMPTION1: Ai, i = 1,

..

.,N, is a finite set.

ASSUMPTION2: Thestagegame has a pure strategyNash equilibrium.
4See Atkeson (1991) for an extensionof the APS theoryto a game with a state variablein the
context of internationalborrowingand lending.
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We construct the supergameS??for discount factor 8 > 0. The action space of S??
is A?? = x??1A.Let a(t) be the time t action profile. We assume that player i aims to
maximizehis averagediscountedpayoff
(1 - 5)Hi(a(l)) + 5 (1 - a) E,

51-2ji

(a(t)

Note that the average discounted payoff is a convex combination of the first-period
payoff, Hi(a(l)), and the average discountedpayoff of the rest of the game (the term
in brackets),which is the continuationpayoff.The averagediscountedpayofffor agent i
is bounded below by Hi =minaeA 1i(a) and above by Hii maxaeA Hi(a). Therefore
the supergamepayoffs are contained in the hypercubeW = x$=1[H,, H]. Let VP c W
denote the set of all subgameperfect equilibriumpayoffsof S??.
We follow the recursiveapproachdeveloped by APS and applied by Cronshawand
Luenberger (1990) to perfect informationgames. In the recursiveformulationof the
problem, each subgame perfect equilibriumpayoff vector is supportedby a profile of
currentactions consistentwith Nash play in the currentperiod and a vector of continuation payoffsthat are themselvespayoffsin some subgameperfect equilibrium.The key
to finding VP is the constructionof self-generating
sets. The concept of self-generation
can be formulatedusing the operator,BP, defined for WPc W by
(1)

BP(WP)=

U

{(l-8)II(a)+8wIVi(ICi>0),

i=1,N}

(a, w)EAxWP

where
ICi

((1 - 8)Hi(a) + 8wi) - ((1 - 8)H*(a-i) + 8wi) > 0

is the incentive compatibilitycondition for player i, and w. infWEWp
wi is player i's
minimum possible continuation value in Wp. A vector b = (1 - 8)H(a) + 8w is in
BP(WP) if there is some action profile, a E A, and continuationpayoff, w E Wp, that
satisfy the players' incentive compatibilityconstraints,and deliver b as current payoff. A set Wp is self-generatingif Wp c BP(WP). Straightforwardextensions of the
argumentsin APS can be used to establish that the operator BP is monotone in WP
and preserves compactness. Cronshawand Luenberger(1990)5 show that VP is selfgenerating, repeated application of BP to W converges to VP, and VP is the largest
bounded fixed point of the operatorBP.
Any numerical implementationof BP(WP) requires an efficient representationof
the set Wp. As a first step in this direction,we alter the supergameby includingpublic
randomization.More precisely,we assume that in each repetition of the game there is
a lottery depending on the players'current actions that determineswhich Nash equilibriumwill be played in the next period. Strategiesin the supergamewith public randomizationcondition playerchoices on histories of both actions and lotteryoutcomes.
If Wp is the set of possible continuationvalues at time t of Sx without public randomization, then co(WP) is the set of possible time t ex-ante (before the outcome of the
lottery)continuationvalues for S??with publicrandomization.Then BP(co(Wp)) is the
5Cronshawand Luenberger(1994) was the publishedversion of this paper,but examinedonly
the stronglysymmetricsubgameperfect equilibria.
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set of equilibrium values at t, and co(BI(co(WP)))

is the set of ex-ante continuation

values availableat t - 1 for S??with public randomization.
Let V be the set of ex-ante continuationvalues that can occur in equilibriumfor the
supergameS??with public randomization.Therefore, V is convex and bounded. With
minor modificationsof the argumentspresented by Cronshawand Luenberger(1990,
1994), it can be shown that repeated applicationof the APS-styleoperatorwith public
randomizationproduces a sequence of convex sets that converge to the equilibrium
payoff set. More precisely,if B is
(2)

B(W) =co(BP(co(W))),

W C W,

then B is monotone in W (i.e., if W C W' then B(W) C B(W')), V is the largest fixed
point of B, and if Wo= W and j+j = B(Wi), then V = ni w. Whereas standardAPS
analysisfocuses on fixed points of BP(.), we focus on fixed points of the convex-valued
operatorB( ).6
3. APPROXIMATIONS
OFB(W)AND V
We use two kinds of convex polytope approximationsof convex sets W: inner and
outer approximations.Innerapproximationsare convexhulls of points on the boundary
of W and outer approximationsare polytopes definedby supportinghyperplanesof W.
These are preciselydefined below.
DEFINITION1: If Z c W c RN is a set of m points, then the inner approximation to
W generated by Z is co(Z).

2: If Z is a set of m points on the boundaryof a convex set W c RN
DEFINITION
and G c RN a set of m correspondingsubgradientsoriented such that (ze - w) ge > 0
for w E W, then the outer approximation of W generated by (Z, G) is
m

(3)

W=n{zeRN

Ige .Z<ge.

Z.

f=1

The criticalpropertyof B for our purposes is that it maps convex sets to convex sets
and that it is monotone. In particular,B(W) mapsthe collection of sets 2J = {W c RN I
W convex, W c W) into itself. We define inner and outer monotone approximationsof
the operatorB(.) that preservethese criticalproperties.
3: A mappingB': 3 -- Q(B0: 2J -DEFINITION
approximation

3) is an inner (outer) monotone

of B if:

1. for all W EQIJ,B'(W) C B(W) (B?(W) D B(W)), and
2. for all W, W' e 9, if W C W' then BI(W) C BI(W') (BO(W) C BO(W')).
The definitionsof inner and outer monotone approximationsdirectlyimply Proposition 4, which states that BO inherits some properties of B, and relates the maximal
fixed points of BOto V, the maximalfixed point of B.
6Publicrandomizationis now a standardtechniqueto simplifythe analysis;see, e.g., Cronshaw
(1997) and Phelan and Stacchetti(2001).
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PROPOSITION
4: SupposeBO(-)is an outermonotoneapproximationof B(.). Thenthe
maximalfixedpointof B? containsV. Moreprecisely,if W D B?(W) D V, thenB?(W) D
B?(B?(W))

2 ...

V.

PROOF:The proof is a slight modificationof the proof of Cronshawand Luenberger
(1990) and can be summarizedas follows. Since BO is increasingon 2J, and 2J is a
complete lattice, by Tarski'stheorem its maximalfixed point is
V*=

U
Wc w,

W.

Wc BO(W)

By definitionof BO,V = B(V) C B?(V); therefore, V C V*.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 5 tells us that W is an appropriateinitialguess for all games.
LEMMA
5: W D B?(W) D V.
PROOF:By definitionof W and BO(.).

QE.D.

3.1. InnerHyperplaneApproximationMethod
The key to approximatingB(W) is to fix some subgradientsH c RN (we call them
searchsubgradients)and locate boundarypoints x of B(W) where the subgradientof
B(W) at x is in H. We first examine an inner monotone approximationof B(W) since
self-generatingsets of inner approximationsof B(W) are equilibriumvalues whereas
the maximalfixedpoint of an outer approximationmay containvalues other than equilibriumpayoffs.Algorithm 1 defines the inner monotone approximationB'(W; H) for
a set H of search subgradients.The input for Algorithm 1 is a set of vertices Z such
that W = co(Z). The key computationoccurs in Step 1. For each search subgradient
hi and action profile a, Step la finds a continuationvalue w E W that makes a incentive compatibleand maximizesa weighted sum of playerpayoffswhere the weights are
given by he. Furthermore,(4) is a linear programmingproblem, implyingthat the approximationerrorin solving (4) is close to machine epsilon (10-16 for double precision
arithmetic).Step lb finds the action profile a* that maximizesthe he-weightedpayoffs,
and also recordsthe maximizedweighted payoff, Z. Step 2 collects the Z4points into
Z+, which are all in B(W). Therefore, W+ _ co(Z+) is our inner approximation.
Lemma 6 presents the basic propertiesof Algorithm 1.
LEMMA
6: Foranyset of subgradientsH c RN,
1. B' (W; H) is an innermonotoneapproximationof B(W);
2. if H C H'then B'(W; H) C B'(W; H').
PROOF: The equations defining Algorithm 1 show that it computes points on the
boundaryof B(W) with subgradientsH. Since Step 2 takes the convex hull of these
points, B'(W; H) C B(W). If W' C W, the only part of (4) that differs for W' # W is
the list of constraintsimplicit in (i).7 Since they are tighter for W' c W, the solution
7Inpractice,constraint(i) is replacedby a set of linear constraintson w. For an inner approximation, these linearconstraintsare derivedfrom the piecewise linear approximationof co(Z) in
each iteration.
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ALGORITHM 1: MONOTONE INNER HYPERPLANE APPROXIMATION B'(W; H)

Input:Vertices Z = {z1,. . .,

ZMI such that W =

co(Z).

Step1: Find extremalpoints of B(W). For each searchsubgradienthf E H,
(a) For each a E A, solve
(4)

ce(a) = maxhe *[(1 - 8)11(a) + 8w],

e = 1.

L.

such that

(i) w E W,

(i = 1.
N),
(ii) (1 - 8)H'(a) + 8w, > (1 - 8)H7(a-i) + 8w1,
where ce(a) = -oc if no w satisfies the constraints.Let we(a) be a w value that
solves (4).
(b) Find best action profile a E A and correspondingcontinuationvalue:

a*= argmax{ce
(a) Ia E Al,
z4 = (1 - 8)H(a*) + 8we(a*).
Step2: Collect set of vertices Z+ = {Z It = 1, . . ., L}, and define W+ = co(Z+).

for W' will produce smaller ci (a) results, which in turn produce smaller output sets.
Therefore,B'(W'; H) c B'(W; H). Part2 follows from the observationthat increasing
the numberof searchgradientsin Algorithm1 increasesthe numberof boundarypoints
Q.E.D.
from B(W) in Z+, which enlargesco(Z+).
Our inner approximationalgorithmfor approximatingV chooses some set of search
< 8,
subgradientsH and executes the iteration W1+j= B'(W1;H) until d(W1,WK+i)
where 8 is the stoppingcriterion,and d(Wi, Wj+1)is defined as
d(W,W?1)=maxfmax
ZEZi

min Itz-z+It, max minllz-z'lji
Z+EZi+l

Z+EZi+l

ZEZi

where Zi(Zi+1)is the set of extremepoints of W1(WJ+/).8
Theorem 7 presents the criticallimit theorem for iterationsof inner approximations.
THEOREM7: Define the iterationW+j = BI(Wi). If WoC W containsa static Nash
pure strategyequilibriumvalue, then 0 : W = -lim sup WiC V. If Wo= W, then WEis a
monotonicallydecreasingsequence.
PROOF: WOO
is not empty since any pure strategyNash value in Wois also in each Wi.
Both B and B' are monotonic;therefore, B'(W) c B(W) implies B'(WO)C B'(W) c
B(W). By induction, W0,,C limi Bi(W) = V. If Wo= W, then W, = BI(WO)C
Q.E.D.
B(WO)C W0,and by induction, W+1C Wifor all i.

Theorem 7 provides a sufficientcondition for the limit of inner monotone approximation iterates to be contained in V. If B'(WO)C Wo(such as Wo= W), then W4is a
monotonicallydecreasingsequence. One conventionalcomputationalapproachwould
8TheHausdorffdistancebetweenWiandW1+1
is boundedaboveby d(WT,
W?i+)becauseeach
faceof co(Zi) andco(Zi+?)is a convexcombination
of theverticesin Zi andZj+1.Therefore,if
thetwosetsareclosein d(., .) thentheyareclosein theHausdorffmetric.
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continue until d(W1,W?1) < s at, say, W. While the limit W,, C V,this maynot be true
for W. For some purposes, it may be acceptable to take such a W as an approximate
set of equilibriumvalues.
Since we are interested in error bounds, we pursue another approach to find an
approximationto V that is contained in V after a finite numberof iterations.Proposition 8 presents a sufficientcondition for W C V. In particular,if W C B'(W) for some
inner monotone operator B', then W C V. While there is no guaranteeof success, we
find that it is often possible to find such a W (the details are given below) and construct
an inner approximationW' C V.
PROPOSITION
8: SupposeB' is an innermonotoneapproximation
of B. If W C B' (W),
then B'(W)

C

B'(BI(W))

c ...

c V.

PROOF:Monotonicityof B' implies that if W C B'(W), then B'(W) C B'(B'(W)),
etc. By definition of B', if W C B'(W), then W C B(W), which implies that W C V.
Then, monotonicity implies B'(W) C B(W) C B(V) = V, B'(B'(W)) C B(B'(W)) C
B(V) = V, etc.
Q.E.D.
Propositions4 and 8 show that the monotonicitypropertiesare criticalfor computing
reliable approximationsto V. We now present three examples of approximationsto
B(W) that satisfythese properties.
3.2. OuterHyperplaneApproximation
Once we find a set W' and subgradientsH such that W' C B'(W'; H) we know
that W' C V. However, W' may be significantlysmaller than V. We next constructan
outer monotone approximationof B, BO:2X-C 2, and use it to find a set WOsuch that
V C WO.For a set of subgradientsH, our monotone hyperplaneapproximationprocedure is the same as Algorithm1 except for Step 2. To constructan outer approximation,
we take each point Z4,and constructthe hyperplanethrough Z4with normal hi. The
output polytope, BO(W;H), is the intersectionof the half-spacesdefined by these hyperplanes.9
Lemma 9 presents the basic propertiesof our outer hyperplaneapproximationto B,
and its proof is analogous to that of Lemma 6.
LEMMA
9: Forany set of searchsubgradientsH c RN,
1. B?(W; H) is an outermonotoneapproximationof B(W);
2. if H c H', then B?(W; H') C B?(W; H).
PROOF:The equations defining Algorithm 1 show that it computes points on the
boundaryof B(W) with subgradientsH. Since Step 2 uses an outer approximationconstruction,B?(W; H) D B(W). If W' c W, the only part of (4) that differs for W' # W
is the list of constraintsimplicit in (i). Since they are tighter for W' c W, the solution
9Cronshaw(1997) proposed an outer approximationmethod alternativeto the inner method
expositedin Conklinand Judd(1993). He examinedgameswith continuousstrategiesand closedform best reply functions.He acknowledgedthat applyingthese methods to general continuous
strategygames creates global optimizationproblemsthat are difficultto solve. Therefore,we stay
with discrete strategiesin our effort to be general.
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for W' will produce smaller ce(a) results, smaller values of ce ,10which in turn, since
the approximationsubgradientsof W+ are unaffected, produce smaller output sets.
Therefore,B?(W'; H) C B?(W; H). Part2 is similarlyobvious.
Q.E.D.
To find a W? that contains V, we first need a W0such that W02 B0(Wo)2 V and
then compute W+1= B0(Wi;H), until d0(Wi,W+i) < s where
= min I(zi,i - Zi+i e) hel
d?(W,,Wi+K1)

and ? is the stoppingcriterion.
3.3. ApproximatingV and Computingan ErrorBound
In approximatingV, we proceed in two stages. First, we compute an outer approximation W?. Second, we use W? to construct an initial guess Wofor the iteration W+1= B(Ji; H). We want W0C V since that, by Proposition 8, guarantees
W C V for all i. We construct Woby shrinkingthe Pareto frontier of W? by a small
amount (2-3%); in our examples, this set satisfies B'(Wo;H) 2 Wo.Once an appropriate W0is constructedby this, or some other method,11the algorithmthen computes
Wi+1= B'(Wi;H) until d(W{,Wi+i)< E.The result, WI, is an inner approximationof V.
We then compute an errorbound for our approximationsof V by computingthe distance between W' and W?. The most naturalnormfor computingthe distancebetween
two sets, X and Y, is the Hausdorffnorm defined as
p(X, Y) = maxmin llx - yllI
XEX
yYE

Since W' C V C W?0, we know p(W', WO) > p(V, W'), p(V, WO). Therefore
p (WI, WO)is a bound on the error,and since WI and WOare convexpolytopes,
p(WI, W?) = max min II - w)I
wE TO we WI

where To is the set of vertices of WO.Thus, p( W', WO)can be computedby solvingL
(number of search gradients and vertices) concave C??minimizationproblems with
linear constraints.Lemma 6 and Lemma 9 imply that the error bound p(WI, W?) is
decreasingin the numberof search gradientsused. If the errorbound is unacceptably
large, it can be reduced by using a largernumberof searchsubgradients.
We advocatecomputingboth an outer and inner approximation.An outer approximation WOD V would suffice if the objective is to show that a particularequilibrium
value is not part of the equilibriumvalue set. If instead one wants to find values in
V, W? is not an appropriateapproximationsince it almost surely contains points not
in V. In particular,the boundaryof W? will contain few, if any, points on the boundary of V. Since applicationswill often want to find points that can be supported in
equilibrium,it would be generallywrong to treat points on dW0 as equilibriumvalues.
Thus an inner approximationW' C V is necessary.However, an inner approximation
10cris definedas c, = maxaEA{ct(a)1.
"1This
choicefor Wowouldbe
slicingtechniquealwaysworkedin ourexamples.An alternative
a set of equilibrium
payoffswithsimplestrategies(suchas constantactions)supportedbyNash
reversion.
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W' C V may miss some equilibriumvalues. The pair (W', WO)together is useful since
they bracket V, W' C V C WOand they provide an error bound. If WO/W' is small,
then W' contains most values in V.
Others have offered partial alternativesto the foregoing. In his extension of Conklin and Judd (1993), Cronshaw(1997) proposed using the outer approximation,coupled with Newton's method to approximateV. Since there may be many fixed points
to B?(W; H) and since Newton's method does not involve a monotonic operator, his
solution may not be the maximalfixed point of B?(W; H) and may miss some points
in V. In their alterationof Conklinand Judd (1996), Phelan and Stacchetti(1999, 2001)
aimed to find an outer approximationof a correspondence.However, their linear interpolationstep for the capitalstock k outside of its grid is inconsistentwith computing
an outer approximation,and their final approximationmay therefore be neither an inner nor an outer approximation.Chang (1998) used discretizationto produce at best
an inner approximation;like any discretizationapproach,this approachsuffers from
the curse of dimensionality.None of these alternativemethods include a procedurefor
computingerrorbounds. See the workingpaper version of this paper (Judd, Yeltekin,
and Conklin (2002)) for more discussionof these comparisons.
3.4. ComputingActionsand Strategies:InnerRayApproximation
Method
The hyperplanesteps produce inner and outer approximationsof the equilibrium
value set, but they provide limited information about the actions and strategies that
support those values. Our inner hyperplanestep identifies equilibriumactions only at
extreme points of the equilibriumvalue set, but the constructionof strategiesrequires
finding actions at a variety of points on the boundaryof W'. A third step, called the
ray method, takes W' and produces an inner approximationof its image under B(.)
and action profiles a E A and continuationvalues in W' that support arbitraryvalues
on dW'. The idea of the raymethod is to choose a point in w? E B(W), compute points
Z+ c dBP(W) that lie on a finite number of rays, &, emanating from w?, and then
report co(Z+) as an inner approximation,denoted BR(W;wI, 0), to B(W). To compute equilibriumactions and continuationvalues for w E dW, the set a must include
(w - w)/ w - w II.The rayprocedureis presented in Algorithm2.
ALGORITHM 2: INNER RAY APPROXIMATION BR(W; WO,()
L I such that W = co(Z).
Input:Vertices Z = {z1. ., ZL
Initialize:Choose origin, w? E B(W), and M points, e c RN, on the unit sphere.

Step 1: Find new extremalpoints of B(W). For each GmeE0:

(a) For each action profile a
(5)

Am(a) = maxw A,
A>O,

E

A solve

such that

(i) w = 8-1[(w0 + AOm)- (1 - )I(a)],
(ii) W E W,
+ 8wi,
Vi,
(iii) (1 -8)H7i(a) + 8wi > (1 -8)ff*(a_i)
where Am(a)=-oc if there is no w satisfyingthe constraints.
=
+ A*Om.
(b) Set A* = maxaEAA(a), a* = argmaXaEA A(a), and zm -w
M} and define W+ = co(Z+).
Step 2: Collect set of points Z+ = {ZmI m 1.
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TABLE I
PRISONER'S DILEMMA
PAYOFFS
Player 2:

Player1:

C
D

C
4,4
6,0

D
0,6
2,2

is supportedby the actionprofile a* and (ex-ante,
The point z+ E Z+ on the ray w0Om,
before the outcome of the lottery) the continuationvaluew = 8-l[z' - (1 - 8)H(a*)].
To construct a sample equilibriumpath, we need to compute how the continuation
value w is supported.If w correspondsto a point on the boundaryassociated with a
particularsearchgradient,the actionprofileand continuationvalues that supportw are
alreadydeterminedby the inner raymethod. If w , dW however,w can be represented
as a convex combination of vertices of W+ that are supported by pure strategies. In
this case, we use a random number generator to simulate the public randomization
device and determine the equilibriumplay. Of course, there are multiple solutions:
our programsmake no attempt to list all equilibria.Below we use the ray method to
compute sample action paths and strategiesfor some familiargames.12
Our complete algorithmintegratesthe outer hyperplane,inner hyperplane,and ray
methods into a three-stageconvex polytope algorithm.As our initialguess, we use W.
Generally,we use a uniformlydistributedset of searchgradients.Once our three-stage
algorithmis completed,we then compute the errormeasure, p (W', WI), as described
above.
4. EXAMPLES
We test our algorithmsby applyingthem to well-understoodproblemswith known
solutions. Our primaryaim is to quantitativelydemonstratesome of the propertiesof
the recursivevalue set algorithm,such as monotonic convergenceand the increase in
precisionfrom additionalsearch subgradients.
Our first example is the Prisoner'sdilemmagame. Each playerchooses either cooperate (C) or defect (D) and payoffs are in TableI. Figure 1 displayssome early iterates
+j = B0(Wi;H) and V for the Prisoner'sdilemmagame. The monotonicityproperty
of B? is apparent;the iterates are nested and become smaller, convergingto V. Figure 2 displaysthe solutions using 8, 24, and 72 searchgradients.The polygonABCDEF
representsboth the inner and outer approximationswith 72 uniformlydistributedsubgradients.The outermost lines represent the value set after convergencewith 8 subgradientsand include manypoints not in the 24- and 72-gradientapproximations,and,
hence, not part of the equilibrium.In this example, the difference between the inner
and outer approximationswith L = 72 cannot be visuallydetected and together, they
representa very good approximationof the equilibriumvalue set.
We next present solutions to a Cournot duopoly game. We assume qj is firm i's
sales, ci is firm i's unit cost, pi is firm i's price, and Hi (q1, q2) is firm i's profits.
"2Wecould use the raymethod as our inner approximationprocedure(as was done in Conklin
and Judd (1993)) but the hyperplaneapproachwe present here has some technical advantages
over the ray method; see the working paper version (Judd, Yeltekin, and Conklin (2002)) for
more details.
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FIGURE

l.-Monotonic convergenceof outer approximations.

We assume a linear demand function, p = max{6- q,- q2, O}; the profit function is
171(q1, q2)= qi(p - ce). We discretize the action space; firms can choose one of 15,
uniformlydistanced actions from the set [0, 6].
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2.-Value sets with differentsubgradients.
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FIGURE3.-Cournot duopolywith alternativecost assumptions.

Figure3 displaysV for ci E {0.0, 0.6). In all cases, the innerand outer approximations
are indistinguishableat the resolution of the figures. If both firms have zero costs, a
Cournot-Nash equilibriumpayoff is (4, 4)13 and the shared monopoly payoff is (4.5,
4.5) (`*' in Figure 3). If ci = 0.6, i = 1, 2, then the shared monopoly payoff is (3.64,
3.64) ('+' in Figure 3) and the unique Nash equilibriumpayoff is (3.24, 3.24) ("o" in
Figure 3). The set of equilibriumvalues in the supergameis quite large in both cases.
When costs are positive, the threats are far worse than Nash-Cournot reversion.
Figure 4 and Table II describe the actions that support equilibriumvalues of the
Cournot game with c = (0.6, 0.6). Figure4 illustratesthe relationbetween equilibrium
values (labelled by "*) and continuationvalues (labelled by "o") indicatedby arrows.
Table II displays informationfor 7 points from Figure 434 In Table II, each e corresponds to the point markede in Figure 4, vi(e) is player i's equilibriumvalue at point
X,wi() is his continuationvalue, qi is his current output, and Hi (q, q1) is player i's
current profit. The results displayed in Figure 4 and Table II indicate that points on
southern (and western) extreme points of V, the punishment points, usually involve
"going along with your own punishment"as in Abreu (1988). At these points, at least
one player makes losses in the currentperiod. This is rationalfor each playerbecause
of the high continuationvalues. For example, at point 46, both firmsproduce q = 5.1,
13Thepoint (0, 0) is also a Nash equilibriumvalue in the zero cost case because playing(q1, q2),
is a Nash equilibriumfor q1, q2 > 6.
"'Thee indices indicate the directionof a ray in our ray approximation.For a total of M rays,
ray e E I1, . . ., M} correspondsto the vector (cos 0, sin 0), 0 = (- 1)2X/M.
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incur losses of 3.0 each, but enjoy an expected continuationvalue of 0.77. TableII also
shows that asymmetricharsh punishmentsyield equally asymmetriccontinuationvalues; for example,point 60 correspondsto a positivevalue for Firm 1, but zero value for
Firm 2. This equilibriumpayoff pair is implemented by quantities of (5.1, 2.1) in the
current period, and large profits in the future for Firm 1 and small future profits for
Firm 2. Point 60 also correspondsto the payoffs associatedwith the punishmentphase
after Firm 2 deviates from cooperation.
Table III displaysvalues of p(W', W?) for our examples with various numbers of
search subgradients.The p(W', W?) values look large but that is due to the maximin
nature of p. Specifically,if there is only one vertex of W? that is r away from WI,
then p(W', W?) > r. In our examples p(W', W?) is determinedby the southeast and
northwestcorners of W' and W?, but W? and W' are alwaysmuch closer on average.
TABLEII
OF V, C= 0.6
ACrIONS,
PROMISES,AND THREATSON THE BOUNDARY
e

(v1(e),v2(e))

2

3.97

8

3.71

(w1(e),w2(e))

10

3.64

3.30
3.57
3.64

3.75

27

0.29

6.76

0.36

3.52
3.55
3.64
6.65

46
60

0.00
4.75

0.00
0.00

0.77
6.71

0.77
0.32

3.72
3.64

(ql,q2)

JiI(qi,q2)

1.7
1.3
1.3
0.0

0.9
1.3
1.3
3.0

5.1
5.1

5.1
2.1

4.8
3.6
3.6
0.0
-3.0
-3.0
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TABLE III
ERROR BOUNDS, e = 10-4
Cournot

Prisoner's Dilemma
Game
Search Gradients

Hausdorff norm, p
Average distance, p

16

24

72

16

24

72

0.2621
0.1021

0.1246
0.0633

0.0841
0.0146

0.1790
0.0436

0.1718
0.0341

0.0943
0.0176

We make this precise by definingthe averagedistancebetween the vertices of WI and
the inner approximationW' in
I
min lliv - w-i.
T
j
pi(W', W0) =
#{WIlD-ET0}

~)W
_TO

WiE

implies
Table III shows that vertices of WO are quite close to W' on average,which
that the faces of WOare also on average,close to W'. The measuresp and are global
indices.
Table IV reports the run times with different convergence criterion, number of
search gradientsand actions per player, and reflect the total amount of time for computing all approximationsand equilibriumstrategies.We use a Fortranprogramon a
550 MHz Pentium PC. With two players,the runningtimes rise roughlyquadratically
as the numberof discrete actions increase. The runningtimes increase in the number
of search subgradientsbecause each iteration checks more directions and each polytope approximationuses more subgradientsand therefore more constraintsfor the
w E W condition. Stricter convergence criteria (smaller ?) slow down the algorithm
only slightly;as we move from ? = 10-5 to ? = 10-7 runningtimes are only doubled.
TableIV also indicatesthat as the discountfactor 6 increases,the rise in runningtime
is moderate:convergencetakes at most double the time when 8 is increasedfrom 0.8
to 0.9. While the times in TableIV may seem long, they are acceptableconsideringthat
we are findingthe set of all Nash equilibriumpayoffs and doing so with high accuracy.
Furthermore,applicationof standardaccelerationmethods (such as Gauss-Seideliteration), utilizationof parallelcomputingmethods (whichare directlyapplicablefor this
problem), and the use of faster computerswill all substantiallyreduce the time cost.
These examples show that our algorithmcan be used to approximatethe set of all
Nash equilibriaof nontrivialgames, compute an error bound on the approximation
TABLE IV
RUN TIMESFOR COURNOTGAME
Search Gradients
,8.

16

~~~~
~~10-5

8

0.8

Actions per player
5
10
15

8sa
28s
63s

32
10-5

16

72

10-7

10-5

16
10-5

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.9

36s
1 m34s
4m46s

4m57s
17m 7s
44m53s

lSs
SOs
1m59s

lls
45s
1m54s

a",xm y s" means "x minutes, y seconds."
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error, compute strategies that support specific equilibria,and do so in an acceptable
amount of time. Therefore,this approachand its refinementsoffer robustand practical
methods for findingall Nash equilibriumvalues of finite-actionsupergames.
5. CONCLUSION
Dynamic strategictheories of Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990) have been useful for qualitative purposes, but quantitativeapplicationsrequire reliable numerical
methods. This paper presents an algorithmto solve discounted N-player finite-move
supergameswith perfect monitoring and public randomization.We approximatethe
set of equilibriumvalues with convex sets. This efficient approximationallows us to
compute both inner and outer approximationsof the set of equilibriumpayoffs,which
together produce an errorbound. The ease with which we compute an error bound is
unusual for numericalalgorithms,and it is particularlyvaluable in this context where
the key set-valuedoperatorcan only be shownto be monotone. The examplesshow that
computationaldemands are reasonable given the task of finding all Nash equilibrium
values. The methods outlined in this paper can be used to approximatethe equilibrium value sets of many dynamicproblems,as shown in Conklin and Judd (1996) and
Sleet and Yeltekin(2002a)15and do so with high accuracyand moderatecomputational
costs.
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